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Abstract 
This paper proposes an effective set expansion system that can automatically extract named entities 

(NEs) from the Web to construct NE domain dictionaries. The purpose of this set expansion system is 

to expand a given partial set of objects into a more complete set. Google Sets is a representative set 

expansion system that uses the Web. The proposed system uses several seed words as initial 

information to collect Web pages that probably contain many NEs and to extract NE candidates from 

the collected Web pages. A mutual-importance measurement technique is developed to estimate the 

importance scores of the NE candidates, and then, these importance scores are used for ranking these 

candidates. We can easily extract real NEs from an ordered list of NE candidates. As a result, the 

proposed method showed 95.60% mean average precision (MAP) in 7 Korean NE domains and 99.98% 

MAP in 8 English NE domains. In particular, the accuracy of the proposed system in the case of 

English domains is higher than that of Google Sets. 

Key Words: Set Expansion, Named Entity, Named Entity Recognition, Mutual Importance 

Measurement (MIM) 

 

1. Introduction 
Since the Web contains a considerable amount of information today, it has become an 

important resource for extracting certain information. In particular, the names of persons, 

organizations, locations, and products give us crucial information to discriminate Web pages 

[1,2]; these proper nouns are known as Named Entities (NEs). However, since they are open 

word classes, new entities are always created and pose a serious unknown-word problem [3,4]. 

In addition, many researchers have recently explored the area of opinion detection and 

analysis. Many opinions are being expressed on the Web in various forms such as product 

reviews, personal blogs, and news group message boards [5]. This trend has raised many 

interesting and challenging research topics such as subjectivity detection, semantic orientation 

classification, and review classification [6]. In fact, product names, movie titles, politician 

names, and tourist resorts are all proper nouns and are objects of opinion mining. Although 

NE recognition is one of the key systems in opinion mining, it has suffered from the difficulty 

of constructing an NE dictionary for each domain because there are a number of application 



domains of opinion mining.  

Set expansion systems provide us a useful solution to the abovementioned problem because 

they create a more perfect set of NEs by expanding the given several seed words about a 

target domain. Google Sets is a well-known example of a Web-based set expansion system. 

Google Sets has been used for a number of purposes in several studies: deriving features for 

NE recognition [7] and evaluation of question answering systems [8]. However, since Google 

Sets does not provide an open source and any service for many languages like Korean, it is 

very difficult to apply any research based on Google Sets to real application systems. Another 

system for set expansion was shown by [9] as a laboratory research.  

This paper proposes an effective set expansion system using a mutual-importance 

measurement technique. The mutual-importance measurement technique is developed for 

estimating the importance of all the NE candidates in order to remove noisy data. Our system 

first extracts the NE candidates from the Web pages using several seed words and pattern 

rules. Then, the importance of each extracted candidate is calculated by the mutual-

importance measurement technique so that the most promising candidates are ranked higher. 

As a result, our system exhibits significantly high performance in the experiments for both 

Korean NE and English NE domains. In particular, the performance of the proposed system in 

the case of the English NE domains is compared to that of Google Sets, and our system 

outperforms Google Sets. On eight different domains, the proposed system obtains a mean 

average precision (MAP) of almost 100% (99.98%) and a precision at k of more than 99% 

(99.01%). These values indicate a higher performance than that of Google Sets. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a method for extracting and ranking 

NE candidates using pattern rules and the mutual-importance measurement technique in detail. 

In section 3, we evaluate the proposed system on both English NE and Korean NE domains. 

The last section summarizes this paper and describes our future work. 

 
 

2. Extracting and Ranking NE Candidates from the Web 
The proposed method consists of two modules, as shown in Figure 1: a module to extract 

NE candidates using pattern rules and a module to rank them using the mutual-importance 

measurement technique. The Google application program interface (Google API) provides us 

the top-ranked Web pages from several seed words for any NE domain. Next, we extract NE 

candidates using pattern rules and finally obtain a ranked list by calculating the importance 

scores of the extracted NE candidates using the mutual-importance measurement technique. 

 



 
Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed system. 

 

2.1 NE Candidate Extraction 

2.1.1 Collecting Web Pages Using Google API 

In order to extract NE candidates of a domain, we first have to collect Web pages that are 

likely to contain many NEs. Several seed words, which are representative NEs in the domain, 

are first inputted to the Google API as a query; the URLs of the Web pages are obtained from 

the top-ranked results of Google. A query is simply generated by the concatenation of all the 

seed words. We use the 100 top-ranked Web pages from the Google API. 

 

2.1.2 Learning Pattern Rules to Extract NE Candidates 

Some pattern rules are learned by the tag information of semi-structured Web pages 

surrounding NE candidates. Although the contents of semi-structured Web pages are 

formatted considerably differently in different pages, they are generally organized by the 

same structure within a single Web page. Figure 2 shows an example of Web pages, including 

seed words. Here, the NE domain that we want to collect is the name of the university in 

Korean, and the seed words are “동아대학교 (Dong-A University)” and “부산 대학교 

(Busan University).” 

 



 
Fig. 2. Example of Web pages, including seed words. 

 

As shown in Figure 2, the seed words, “동아대학교” and “부산대학교,” are identically 

included between “<b> •” and “</b>.” Similarly, many NEs occur in the same context in the 

same page. The pattern rules extraction is conducted by carrying out a very simple process as 

follows:  

 

1. All the lines with any seed word are extracted from a Web page retrieved by the Google API. 

e.g., “<b> • 동아대학교</b> (산업시스템 공학과) 부산 사하구<br>” 

2. The left and the right contexts within 2 to 5 characters are all extracted as pattern rule candidates. 

e.g., “<b> •” and “<b> (” for “동아대학교” 

“<b> •” and “<b> 부” for “부산대학교” 

3. The intersection of all the extracted left and right contexts is selected as a final pattern rule. 

e.g., “<b> •” for the left context and “<b>” for the right context 

4. All the words surrounded by the pattern rule are chosen as NE candidates. 

e.g., “동의대학교 (Dong-Eui Univ.),” “명지대학교 (Myong-Ji Univ.),” and “부경대학교 (Bu-

Kyoung Univ.)” 

 

2.2 Generating Ranked List for NE Candidates by Using Mutual-Importance 

Measurement Technique 

 

Among the extracted NE candidates, there are those that are not actual NEs in any domain. 

We develop a new mutual-importance measurement technique to rank the NE candidates 

according to their estimated importance scores. This technique first creates a graph like the 



one shown in Figure 3 and calculates the importance of each candidate on the graph by using 

an iterative procedure.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Example of graphs for mutual-importance measurement technique. 

 

Figure 3 shows an example of graphs used for calculating the mutual-importance scores for 

university names in Korea. In this case, “동아대학교 (Dong-A University)” and 

“부산대학교 (Pusan University)” are used as seed words in this domain. Level 2 consists of 

Web pages that are collected from the Web using the seed words, and level 3 contains the NE 

candidates of university names that are extracted by the pattern rules discussed in section 2.1. 

Since “동아대병원 (Dong-A University Medical Center)” is not a university name, it has to 

be removed from the list of NE candidates. For this purpose, we attempt to calculate the 

importance scores of NE candidates using a new technique (the mutual-importance 

measurement technique). In this mutual-importance measurement technique, the NE 

candidates and Web pages have mutual relationships according to the following assumptions:  

  

1. An NE candidate is considerably important if it occurs in many important Web pages. 

2. A Web page is considerably important if it contains many important NE candidates. 

 

These assumptions are defined mutually and iteratively. Hence, they are iteratively applied 

in our algorithm and are represented in the relations between level 2 and level 3 of the graph 

shown in Figure 3. In order to calculate the initial importance scores of Web pages in level 2, 

the proposed algorithm uses two different methods. One is the use of Google Ranking, and 

the other is the re-ranking of Web pages by a simple calculation. For the latter method, we 



first calculate the occurrence value of each NE candidate in all the Web pages of level 2 and 

then sum up the occurrence values of NEs included in a Web page. Each Web page in level 2 

is re-ranked according to this summation value. For example, if “A.html” contains two NE 

candidates, “경희대학교 (Kyung-Hee University)” and “동국대학교 (Dong-Guk 

University),” as shown in Figure 3, and their occurrence values are 2 and 3 respectively, 

“A.html” finally has a score of 5 after the re-ranking. Using the ranking information obtained  

using Google and our method, we estimate the initial importance value of each Web page in 

level 2 by using the following formula: 
 

Initial	Importance	Value = (1−∝)+∝ ( )                 (1) 

 

where n denotes the total number of Web pages in level 2 and i refers to the ranking 

information of each Web page. ∝ is a value used for stabilizing the initial importance values 

between Web pages; we set ∝ to a value of 0.5 in this study. 

The following pseudo code explains the proposed iterative algorithm used for calculating 

the mutual-importance values: 

 

 
 

Since we are only interested in the ranking of NE candidates, the actual convergence may 

not be necessary. Hence, relatively few iterations are needed. In fact, we obtain a fixed 

ranking for each experimental NE domain after 5 iterations. 

 

푁퐼푊 =
퐼푊

푀푎푥(퐼푊 ) 

퐼푁 = 푁퐼푊
∈ ( )

 

퐼푊 =
∑ 퐼푁∈ ( )

푀  

IW: Importance value of Web page 
IN: Importance value of NE 
NIW: Normalized importance value of Web page 
Mi: Number of NE candidates of i-th Web page 
 
Loop while the sum of importance values of Web pages (IW) is converged 
{ 

1. Calculate normalized importance value (NIWi) of i-th Web page between 0 and 1 

2. Calculate importance value (IN) of each NE candidate (NEc) 

3. Calculate importance value (IWi) of i-th Web page 

} 



3. Empirical Evaluation 

In this section, we describe our evaluation domains, their seed words, and our performance 

measures. In addition, we provide empirical evidence that the proposed method is effective in 

collecting NEs for many domains. In particular, the performance of our method is compared 

to that of Google Sets in the case of English NE domains. Our method exhibits considerably 

better performance than Google Sets.  

 

3.1 Seed Words for Each Domain and Performance Measures 

We conducted experiments on 15 different domains: 7 domains for Korean NE and 8 

domains for English NE. Tables 1 and 2 show domains and seed words used in our 

experiments. 

 

Table 1. Domains and seed words for Korean NE domains. 

Domains 3 Seed Words 5 Seed Words 
Mountain 소백산 (Sobaeksan), 설악산 

(Seoraksan), 지리산 (Jirisan) 

소백산 (Sobaeksan), 설악산 (Seoraksan), 

지리산 (Jirisan), 한라산 (Hallasan), 

북한산 (Bukhansan) 
Movie 쉬리 (Swiri), 박하사탕 (Peppermint 

Candy), 친구 (Friend) 

쉬리 (Swiri), 박하사탕 (Peppermint 

Candy), 친구 (Friend), 실미도 (Silmido), 

왕의남자 (King and the clown) 
University in 

Korea 
동아대학교 (Dong-A Univ.), 

서울대학교 (Seoul Univ.), 부산대학교 
(Busan Univ.) 

동아대학교 (Dong-A Univ.), 서울대학교 

(Seoul Univ.), 부산대학교 (Busan Univ.), 

연세대학교 (Yonsei Univ.), 고려대학교 
(Korea Univ.) 

Korean Car 소나타 (Sonata), 아반떼 (Avante), 
SM5 

소나타 (Sonata), 아반떼 (Avante), SM5, 

에쿠스 (Equus), 제네시스 (Genesis) 
Korean 
Beach 

해운대해수욕장 (Haundae Beach), 

광안리해수욕장 (Kwanganri Beach), 

대천해수욕장 (Daechun Beach)  

해운대해수욕장 (Haundae Beach), 

광안리해수욕장 (Kwanganri Beach), 

대천해수욕장 (Daechun Beach), 

경포대해수욕장 (Kyoungpodae Beach), 

상주해수욕장 (Sangju Beach) 
KBO (Korea 

Baseball 
Organization) 

Player 

이대호 (Lee, Daeho), 양준혁 (Yang, 

JunHyuk), 송진우 (Song, Jinwoo) 

이대호 (Lee, Daeho), 양준혁 (Yang, 

JunHyuk), 송진우 (Song, Jinwoo), 김태균 

(Kim, Taegyun), 봉준근 (Bong, Jungeun) 
K-League 
(Korean 

Professional 
Football 
League) 

Team 

대전 시티즌 (Daejeon Citizen), 

강원 FC (Kangwon FC), 부산 아이파크 
(Busan I’Park) 

대전 시티즌 (Daejeon Citizen), 강원 FC 

(Kangwon FC), 부산 아이파크 (Busan 

I’Park), 제주 유나이티드 (Jeju United 

Football Club), 전북현대 모터스 (Jeonbuk 
Hyundai Motors) 

 



Table 2. Domains and seed words for English NE domains. 

Domains 3 Seed Words 5 Seed Words 
Car Maker Ford, Nissan, Toyota Ford, Nissan, Toyota, Mazda, Dodge 

Disney Movie Cinderella, Mary Poppins, Toy 
Story 

Cinderella, Mary Poppins, Toy Story, 
Pocahontas, Tarzan 

MLB Team Redsox, Tigers, Marlins Redsox, Tigers, Marlins, Braves, Cubs 

NBA Team Celtics, Nuggets, Mavericks Celtics, Nuggets, Mavericks, Rockets, 
Raptors 

NFL Team Browns, Vikings, Colts Browns, Vikings, Colts, Bears, Falcons 

US President George Washington, 
Johnadams, Abraham Lincoln, 

George Washington, Johnadams, Abraham 
Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison 

US State California, Indiana, Kansas California, Indiana, Kansas, Florida, Illinois 
Watch Brand Seiko, Omega, Cartier Seiko, Omega, Cartier, Gucci, Casio 
 

Since the number of input seed words in Google Sets is limited to five, only three and five 

seed words are used in our experiment to compare our system with Google Sets. 

Since the final result of the proposed method is a ranked list, we choose MAP and the 

precision at k as performance measures [10,11]. They have been commonly used for 

information retrieval because they are sensitive to the entire retrieved ranking. For evaluating 

a system that produces multiple ranked lists, MAP is the simple mean value of average 

precisions computed for each ranked list separately; all the values of precision at k over the 

multiple ranked lists are averaged as a single score. The average precision of a single ranked 

list is defined as the mean of the precision scores obtained after each correct NE is retrieved 

[12]. The average precision in our experiments is mathematically expressed by the following 

formula [13]: 
 

푎푣푒푟푎푔푒	푝푟푒푐푖푠푖표푛 = 	 ∑ 푝푟푒푐(푥 )퐼(푥 )                     (2) 

 

where R is the number of correct retrieved NEs and n is the number of NE candidates 

included in the list. Prec(xi) is a precision score at the i-th NE candidate, xi, in the list, and I(xi) 

is a binary function such that it returns 1 if xi is a correct NE and 0 otherwise. Since the 

collection of all the correct NEs for many domains is very difficult, we define R as the total 

number of correct retrieved NEs; in particular, in the case of English NE domains, R is set up 

as the number of correct retrieved NEs from Google Sets for a fair evaluation. 

The precision at k is selected for English NE domains because they have three closed 

domains (MLB, NBA, and NFL); we particularly want to know their performance for the total 

number of entire real NEs on these domains. Therefore, the k values are set up as the total 

number of real NEs in these closed domains and the number of NE candidates reported by 

Google Sets in other domains. 



3.2 Experimental Results 

We first evaluate the effectiveness of our mutual-importance measurement technique in 

the set expansion system and evaluate our system in both Korean and English NE domains. 

All the experiments use only the top 100 Web pages from the Google API to extract NE 

candidates and measure their mutual-importance scores. As a result, we found that the 

proposed mutual-importance measurement technique contributes considerably to the 

improvement of the set expansion system and that the proposed system outperforms Google 

Sets. 

 

3.2.1 Evaluating mutual-importance measurement technique 

In order to verify our mutual-importance measurement technique, we conduct simple 

experiments on Korean domains. A simple ranking method is chosen as a baseline system to 

be compared with our technique; each NE candidate is ranked on the basis of the total number 

of Web pages including this NE candidate in level 2 of Figure 3. 

 

Table 3. Comparison of baseline ranking method and the mutual-importance measurement 

technique when three seed words are used. 

 
Baseline 

MIM 
Using Google 

Ranking 

MIM 
Using Our 
Re-ranking 

Mountain 87.06 93.71 93.71 
Movie 87.09 88.51 88.95 
University 79.66 82.76 83.32 
Car Brand 93.42 93.6 94.42 
Beach 97.67 98.01 99.60 
KBO Player 64.36 63.38 65.76 
K-League Team 99.58 100 100 

MAP 86.98% 88.57% 89.40% 
 

In Table 3, MIM denotes the mutual-importance measurement technique. We report two 

different MAP values when Google Ranking and our re-ranking methods are used for 

calculating the initial importance scores of Web pages. As a result, when our re-ranking 

method was used, it achieved a performance that was higher by approximately 3% than that of 

the baseline. 

 

3.2.2 Final results in Korean NE domains 

Here, we summarize the final results obtained in the case of Korean NE domains. Table 4 

shows the performance results for the cases when 3 seed words and 5 seed words were used. 



 

Table 4. MAPs on Korean NE domains. 

 
Ratio of Correct NE 

to NE Candidates 

MIM 
Using Google 

Ranking 

MIM 
Using Our Re-ranking 

3 SWs 5 SWs 3 SWs 5 SWs 3 SWs 5 SWs 
Mountain 106/157 337/358 82.76 98.79 83.32 98.80 
Movie 136/157 204/210 88.51 99.28 88.95 99.60 
University 243/628 228/498 93.71 93.76 93.71 94.13 
Car 92/105 118/136 94.20 95.70 95.60 96.35 
Beach 109/111 247/3488 99.60 90.91 99.60 90.91 
KBO Player 118/190 475/1700 74.88 89.06 74.91 89.39 
K-League 
Team 15/134 15/63 97.33 100 97.33 100 

   90.14% 95.36% 90.49% 95.60% 
 

Here, the numbers in the parentheses indicate the ratio of the correct NEs to the NE 

candidates (# of correct NEs/# of NE candidates) and “SWs” denotes seed words. 

We achieved a considerably better performance in the case when 5 seed words were used. 

Moreover, our system found a considerably higher number of correct NEs for all the domains 

when 5 seed words were used with a relatively high precision. 

 

3.2.3 Final results in English NE domains 

As you can see in Tables 5 and 6, we achieved almost 100% MAP and precision at k scores 

by using the mutual-importance measurement technique based on our re-ranking method. In 

addition, the proposed system shows considerably better performance than Google Sets in 

terms of all the performance measures in the cases of both 3 SWs and 5 SWs. In particular, 

three closed NE domains (MLB, NBA, and NFL) achieved 100% MAP and 98.89% precision 

for the total number of correct NEs. This means that our system missed only one NE for the 

NBA team. 

 

Table 5. MAPs on English NE domains. 

 
Google 

Sets 
MIM 

Using Google Ranking 
MIM 

Using Our Re-ranking 
3 SWs 5 SWs 3 SWs 5 SWs 3 SWs 5 SWs 

Car Maker 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Disney Movie 95.34 97.39 91.06 99.92 98.95 100 
MLB Team 94.77 98.3 100 100 100 100 
NBA Team 95.83 99.73 100 100 100 100 
NFL Team 99.83 99.67 100 100 100 100 

US President 99.83 100 99.21 99.89 97.79 99.84 
US State 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Watch Brand 97.38 98.23 100 100 100 100 
 97.87% 99.16% 98.78% 99.97% 99.59% 99.98% 



 

Table 6. Precisions at k on English NE domains. 

 
Google 

Sets 
MIM 

Using Google Ranking 
MIM 

Using Our Re-ranking 
3 SWs 5 SWs 3 SWs 5 SWs 3 SWs 5 SWs 

Car Maker 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Disney Movie 83.72 75.68 74.42 94.59 81.4 97.67 
MLB Team 90 90 100 96.67 100 100 
NBA Team 81.81 93.1 87.5 96.55 96.67 96.67 
NFL Team 100 100 100 100 100 100 

US President 97.96 97.73 85.71 97.73 87.76 97.73 
US State 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Watch Brand 92.68 92.5 93.02 98.19 100 100 

 93.27% 93.63% 92.58% 97.97% 95.73% 99.01% 

 

Finally, we emphasize that our system exhibits the perfect performance of close to 100% in 

the case when 5 seed words are used. That is, the more accurate the seed words we use, the 

better performance we obtain. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented an effective set expansion system using a mutual-importance 

measurement technique. This system was developed in an unsupervised and domain-

language-independent manner. We provided evidence that our method is very effective 

through various experiments. In particular, the performance of our system was better than that 

of Google Sets and achieved almost 100% MAP in English NE domains. 

Since NE recognition systems suffer from the appearance of many new domains these days, 

they need an effective method to easily build NE dictionaries for the new domains. The 

proposed method can provide an effective solution to this problem. 
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